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POINIS 10 RHvIEER

SPFIAL JURY INrR1XTICiI ON IDENTIFICATIa TETTh1CY

Previously it was noted that the Fourth Circuit in United States

Holley 502 2d 273 4th dr 1974 had adopted the rule of Iited

States Telfaire 467 F.2d 552 D.C dir 1972 in regard to proper jury

instructions on withess identification testinDny United States Attorney

Bulletin Vol 22 No 16 August 1974 That article quoted the sample

instruction found in Telfaire which phrased the Governrrent birden in terms

of

proving beyond reasonable doubt

the identity of the defendant as the

perpetrator of the crime with which he

stands charged If after examining the

testirrony you have reasonable doubt

as to the accuracy of the identification

you must find the defendant not guilty

flnphasis aided

At least decisions since Holley have adopted the Telfaire rule as

appropriate to the particu.ar facts sub judice United States Hodges

515 F.2d 650 7th Cir 1975 and tUnited States Neumann 75 Cr 57

Wisc. However in no appellate case known to us has the court

stretched Telfaire beyond what is properly considered to be its intended

rreaning viz that the Government eyewithess testimony must in and of

itself prove identity only where it has little or no other evidence Where

circumstances corrolxratlng the identification testimony are provided the

jury properly considers all the evidence in deciding on identity beyond

reasonable doubt For example Holley cautioned that the judge in cases

also involving corroinrating circumstances will

charge the jury that it must be

convinced beyond reasonable

doubt of the accuracy of the

identification either by

identification testinony or

other circumstances if

sufficient or beth flnphasis

added 502 F.2d 275

where the crucial issue involved is the defendant identification
And in Hodges the court considered the Telfaire nie1 appropriate

515 F.2d at 653 It is interesting to note that in each of these cases
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the prosecution case depended airost entirely on eyewithess testiircny for

proof of identity

On occasions the Circuit has taken the opportunity to

construe Telfaire United States T1inas 485 2d 1012 Cir 1973
and United States Garner 499 F.2d 536 Cir 1974 In TIxas
the ccxixt held Telfaire nde1 instruction unnecessary where the evidence

of appellant guilt was overwhe1mir 485 2d 1014 Also Garner

refused to apply Telfaire because the issue was one of veracity between

the defendant and an undercover agent who had made purchases of narcotics

fran the defendant in one week

The instruction suggested in the Telfaire

case does nct focus on identification of

this sort althugh it may be appropriate
when withess to robbery or Ixnicide has

identified sate strarer to him as the

perpetrator of the crime flnphasis added
499 F.2d at 538

It thus appears the Telfaire ncdel instructiai on sir1e withess

identification siDuld be strictly limited to cases where the verrrent lacks

admissible corrob3rating evidence It is recozmnded that United States

Attorneys contest unjustified extensions of the Telfaire doctrine

Criminal Division

FIREARMS POLICY RECEIPT BY CONVICTED FELON

recent teletype from the Criminal Division to all
U.S Attorneys reads as follows

The Supreme Court has held in Barrett United States
Sup Ct No 745566 Decided January 13 1976 D.J 80-01730
that the provisions of the Gun Control Act of 1968 18 U.S.C
Section 922h making it unlawful for convicted felon
inter alia to receive any firearm or ammunition which has
been shipped or transported in interstate or foreign commerce
has application to convicted felons intrastate purchase
from retail dealer of firearm that previously but
independently of the felons receipt had been transported in
interstate commerce from the manufacturer to distributor and
then from the distributor to the dealer

Briefly the facts were as follows the defendant
convicted felon bought revolver in Kentucky in an overthe
counter retail sale Within an hour he was arrested for
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driving while intoxicated and the revolver was found on the

floorboard of his car The revolver had been manufactured in

Massachusetts and shipped to the Kentucky retailer from
North Carolina distributor Defendant was charged with
violation of Section 922h At trial the prosecution submitted
no evidence of any kind that the defendant had participated in

any interstate activity involving the revolver either before
or after its purchase On these facts he was convicted of
violation 18 U.S.C Section 922h On appeal the Court of

Appeals affirmed 504 2d 629 6th Cir 1974 The Supreme
Court then granted certiorari limited to the Section 922h
issue because the Sixth Circuits decision appeared to conflict
with the Eighth Circuit decision in United States Ruff in
490 2d 557 1974

In Barrett the Supreme Court has decided that the language
of Section 922h the structure of the Gun Control Act of

1968 of which Section 922h is part and the manifest
purchase of Congress in enacting the legislation all demonstrate
that Section 922h was intended to and does reach an isolated
intrastate receipt such as the defendants i.e the language
in section 922h means exactly what it says and contains no
limitation to receipt which itself is part of the interstate
movement

The Barrett decision changes previously stated Department
of Justice policy stated in Departmental Memorandum No 639

Control 1968 Acts page fn 22 that in view
of Tot United States 319 U.S 463 1943 receipt cases
should be confined to those circumstances where receipt was
immediately proximate to interstate transportation Furthermore
the penalty provision Section 924 for violation of Section
922h provides for five years and/or $5000 as opposed to
the penalty for violation of 18 U.S.C Appendix Section 1202
which is two years and/or $10000 In light of the greater
imprisonment provided for in Section 922h cases you may wish
to proceed under that statute in lieu of the Appendix Section
1202 provision If you have any questions regarding the
Barrett case you may consult the General Crimes Section on

FTS 7392745

Executive Office
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ANTITRUST DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Thomas Kauper

DISTRICT COURT

SHERMAN ACT

COURT DENIES BILLS OF PARTICULARS AND MOST DISCOVERY
REQUESTS

United States R.J De Marrais Inc et al
Cr 75206 November 24 1975 DJ 609197

The indictment in the above-captioned case charged
bid rigging in violation of Section of the Sherman Act

by four New Jersey electrical contractors and three
executives of two of such companies The defendants filed
various motions for discovery and for bills of

particulars One defendant moved to quash the Rule 17c
subpoenas which had been issued to various electrical

suppliers for pre-trial production of interstate commerce
documents

During pretrial negotiations with defense counsel
the Government agreed to provide pursuant to the provi
sions of New Rule 16 of the Federal Rule of Criminal

Procedure copies of all of its trial documents on the

condition that the defendants also produce their trial
documents prior to trial The Government also agreed to

provide prior to trial copies of the grand jury testimony
of the defendants and their employees Finally the
Government offered to provide its own Voluntary Bill of
Particulars

The outstanding discovery requests demanded produc
tion of the recorded testimony of all persons who testi
fied before the grand jury the names and addresses of

the Governments trial witnesses arrest and conviction
records of the trial witnesses copies of all Jencks material
and copies of material covered by the disclosure provi
sions of Brady Maryland The defendants request for
bills of particulars asked that the Government specify
the relevant market involved in the case the actual
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interference with interstate commerce which resulted from the
conspiracy and all overt acts committed during the term of

the conspiracy The Government opposed all of the out
standing requests for discovery and the requests for bills
of particulars

The discovery motions were opposed primarily on the

grounds that the clear wording of the Federal Rules of

Criminal Procedure as recently amended do not provide for
the disclosure of such information The Government of
fered to provide Brady material days prior to trial
and Jencks material at the time specified by that statute
The Government opposed the request for bills of particulars
on the grounds that it had provided sufficient informa
tion through its own voluntary bill and the requests as
framed by the defendants called for information that was
irrelevant in Sherman Act case Finally the Government
opposed the motion to quash the Rule 17c subpoenas on
the grounds the subpoenas met the standards of Rule 17c
and that the defendant had no standing since all subpoenas
had been directed to third parties

After hearing on the motions on November 24 1975
Judge Lawrence Whipple ordered that ten days prior to
trial the Government deliver copies of the conviction
records of its trial witnesses as well as relevant por
tions of their grand jury testimony and all other Jencks
statements made by such witnesses He further ordered the
immediate delivery of all material covered by Brady
Maryland The motions for bills of particulars and all
other discovery requests were denied The single motion
to quash the Rule 17c subpoenas was denied for lack of

standing Judge Whipple gave no reasons for his rulings
with reference to the motions for discovery or bills of

particulars

Staff Raymond Cauley Warren Marcus Roger
Currier and Norman Greenspan
Antitrust Division
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Rex Lee

SUPREME COURT

FALSE CLAIMS

SUPREME COURT HOLDS THAT UNITED STATES IS ENTITLED TO RE
COVER MORE THAN ONE STATUTORY FORFEITURE UNDER THE FALSE CLAIMS
ACT FROM SUBCONTRACTOR AND THAT ANY CREDITS DUE THE SUBCON
TRACTOR ARE TO BE DEDUCTED AFTER NOT BEFORE DOUBLING OF
DAMAGES

United States Phillip Bornstein et al Sup Ct
No 74712 decided January 12 1976 D.J 46265217

The United States brought suit against subcontractor
under the False Claims Act 31 U.S.C 231 seeking double

damages and statutory forfeitures on the basis that the sub
contractor had submitted falsely branded components to the
contractor who had in turn incorporated the components into

goods furnished to the United States The Government contended
that the subcontractor was liable for 35 statutory forfeitures
one for each of the claims for payment submitted by the con
tractor to the United States The Government also contended
that in measuring the damages to which it was entitled in addi
tion to the forfeitures the subcontractor should be entitled

to credit for settlement received by the United States from

the contractor only after rather than before the damages
were doubled as provided by the statute

The court of appeals rejected both of these contentions
and held that the number of forfeitures should be limited to

one equivalent to the number of contracts between the subcon
tractor and the contractor and that the credit should be
deducted prior to the doubling of damages incurred

The Supreme Court reversed The Court held that the
number of forfeitures should be calculated in accordance with
the number of acts which caused the submission of the false
claims Here the number of such acts was three one for
each shipment of the falsely branded goods to the contractor

With respect to the calculation of damages the Court held
that the purposes of the Act would be best served by deduction
of any credit after rather than before the doubling of the

damages

The Chief Justice and Justices White and Rehnquist dis
sented from the holding on the number of forfeitures In

their view the number found by the Court resulted from an

unduly restrictive reading of the statute

Staff David Cohen Civil Division
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FEDERAL MAGISTRATES ACT

SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS VALIDITY OF DISTRICT COURT RULES
REFERRING SOCIAL SECURITY CASES TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATES FOR
HEARING AND RECOMMENDED DECISION

David Mathews Secretary of Health Education and Welfare
William Weber No 74-850 Ct decided January 14

1976 D.J 13712C327

The Federal Magistrates Act 28 U.S.C 636b authorizes
district courts to issue rules assigning to United States
magistrates such additional duties as are not inconsistent with
the Constitution and laws of the United States The United
States District Court for the Central District of California
implemented rule requiring reference to magistrates of several
categories of federal administrative record review cases in
cluding all social security cases for hearing and preparation
of recommended decision In accordance with 28 C.F.R 50.11
policy statement of the Attorney General the government
challenged this reference procedure in the district courts on
the ground that it was beyond the authority of the Magistrates
Act and contravened Rule 53b Civ From denial
of motion to vacate reference of social security case
initiated by the respondent Weber in the Central District of
California the government took an interlocutory appeal to the
Ninth Circuit which upheld the reference thereafter on the
basis of conflict with the Sixth Circuit in Ingram
Richardson 471 F.2d 1268 the Supreme Court granted writ of
certiorari

In an unanimous opinion by Chief Justice Burger the Supreme
Court upheld the magistrate reference procedure for social
security cases as within the authority of district courts under
the additional duties clause of the Magistrates Act The
Court noted that the reference procedure authorized magistrates
Only to make recommendations not final decisions and that the
responsibility to make an informed final determination remained
with the district judge The Court rejected the governments
contention that the magistrate acted as special master in
such cases since no district court fact-finding is involved in
social security cases and thus held that the Rule 53b prohibition against reference of whole category of cases to
masters incorporated into the Magistrates Act by 636b
had no application In short the Court has given its approval
to district court rules requiring reference of social security
cases to magistrates for recommended decision

In light of the Courts decision in this case government
attorneys should no longer file general objections to district
court rules referring social security cases to magistrates as
called for by 28 C.F.R 50.11 However in particular social
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security cases for example where issues of law control as

opposed to questions of substantial evidence or where sound

judicial administration calls for sending particular case

directly to the district judge motion to vacate reference

may be appropriate See footnote of the Courts opinion

The Courts decision in Weber is expressly limited to the

question of reference of social security cases

Staff Michael Kimmel Civil Division

.1

COURTS OF APPEALS

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

SIXTH CIRCUIT HOLDS THAT GOVERNMENTS AGREEMENT WITH DE
FAULTING CONTRACTOR TO DEFER COLLECTION OF CLAIM IS AN INDEPEND

ENT CONTRACT FOR PURPOSES OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 28 U.S.C
2415

United States Gardner et al C.A No 751327
decided January 1976 D.J No 7738233

government contractor defaulted on his supply contract

with the Army and sought relief by way of appeal to the Armed

Services Board of Contract Appeals The Army agreed to defer

collection of its claim for losses from the default during the

pendency of the contractors administrative appeal In return

therefore the contractor agreed to pay the claim 45 days after

an adverse decision by the Board notwithstanding the contrac
tors right to ultimately overturn the Boards decision upon

judicial review and to recover the amount paid to the Army The

six year statute of limitations 28 U.S.C 2415 expired with

respect to the Armys original claim against the contractor and

the Army sought to recover on the basis of the deferral agree
ment which the contractor had not honored The district court

held the action barred by 28 U.S.C 2415

The court of appeals reversed holding that the deferral

agreement constituted an independent contract which created

new cause of action when breached by the contractor Accord
ingly the statute of limitations ran from that date

Staff Robert Greenspan Civil Division
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SEAMEN

FIFTH CIRCUIT HOLDS THAT SEAMEN MUST PREPAY ATTACHMENT FEES
TO UNITED STATES MARSHALS

Huinberto Silva Araya Clayburne McLelland United
States Marshal C.A Nos 75-1267 751924 decided Janu
ary 16 1976 D.J 6188106

The Fifth Circuit has just held that seamen like all other
private litigants must prepay attachment costs to the United
States Marshals pursuant to 28 U.S.C 1921 as condition of
attachment by the marshal

seaman asked the United States Marshal to attach vessel
in connection with his suit for unpaid wages Relying upon 28
U.S.C 1921 the Marshal refused to attach the vessel unless
plaintiff prepaid an amount sufficient to cover the Marshals
initial expenses The seaman filed Petition for Writ of
Mandamus asserting that 28 U.S.C 1916 exempts seamen from
prepayment of attachment costs

The Fifth Circuit in an attempt to effectuate the will of
Congress relied upon the rule of statutory construction that
in resolving an irreconcilable conflict between successive
statutory enactments the later enactment 28 U.S.C 1921
should be given primary consideration Here 1921 was enacted
46 years after the seamens exemption was created The court
also rejected as unsupported in the record an alleged adminis
trative practice whereby the marshal advances funds for attach
inent and is repaid at the conclusion of the litigation

This decision is in direct conflict with the Second Circuits decision in Thielebeule M/S Nordsee Pilot 452 F.2d
1230 1971

Staff Mark Mutterperl Civil Division
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_________LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Peter Taft

COURT OF APPEALS

ENVIRONMENT NEPA ADMINISTRATIVE LAW APA

NO IRREPARABLE INJURY SHOWN AND NO SEPARATE EIS NECES
SARY FOR OPENING OF HUNTING SEASONS FOR GREATER SNOW GEESE

AND ATLANTIC BRANT NINE-DAY PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD FOR RULE-

MAKING POSSIBLY VIOLATIVE OF APA

The Fund for Animals Frizzell No 752054 C.A
D.C per curiain Dec 24 1975 D.J 90141281

The court affirmed the denial of preliminary in
junction by the district court holding that the Fund had
failed to allege facts amounting to irreparable injury
because there was no showing that the hunting seasons would

irretrievably damage the species The killing of small

percentage of reasonably abundant game species was not

irreparable injury

The court also noted that allowing only nine days
for the public to comment on proposed rulemaking should be
avoided by the agency in the future However the court
noted that some earlier notice had been given and that

is vital part of appellants business to be know
ledgeable in this field therefore the court concluded the

appellants probably had notice of the action

Finally the court found that the agency had made
sufficient showing that the effect of the hunting seasons would
be insignificant and therefore no EIS was required The
court rejected the Funds argument that an EIS was necessary
because the action was highly controversial The court
observed that the CEQ Guidelines do not define highly con
troversial but certainly something more is required besides
the fact that some people may be highly agitated and be

willing to go to court over the matter

Staff Robert Kerry and Irwin Schroeder

Land and Natural Resources Division
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DISTRICT COURTS

NEPA

PUBLIC INTEREST BARS PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

Beaucatcher Mountain Defense Association et al
William Coleman et al Civil Action No A-75112
W.D N.C Dec 12 1975 D.J 90141244

In an action under NEPA the court refused to
issue preliminary injunction to bar construction of six
lane divided highway in Asheville North Carolina Plain
tiffs primary contention was that the opencut method of
construction through Beaucatcher Mountain was approved without
adequate consideration of alternatives such as tunnel con
struction

Noting that the suit was filed more than three
years after preparation of the Environmental Impact State
ment the court nevertheless refused to dismiss on the basis
of laches due to the nature of the action involved and the

policy set forth in NEPA The court then denied preliminary
relief since the Government had at least complied with the
procedural aspect of NEPA by preparing an EIS and by holding
hearings and with dispute existing as to the factual
allegations plaintiffs had failed to show probability of
success with regard to substantive violations In balancing
the equities the court held that where there is prima facie
compliance with NEPAs procedural safeguards preliminary
injunction should not issue since otherwise filibuster
of legal actions challenging an EIS or the substance of
hearing could effectively close project for years
thus injuring both the defendants and the public at large

Staff United States Attorney Keith Snyder
W.D N.C Nicholas Nadzo Land and
Natural Resources Division

NEPA

BEUEFIT-COST RATIO

Sierra Club et al Morton et al No 73-V-3
S.D Tex D.J 9014652

The Bureau of Reclamation prepared and filed in

May 1972 final environmental impact statement describing
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the Palmetto Bend Project dam and reservoir project in

Jackson County Texas designed to provide water for

municipal and industrial purposes as well as recreation fish

and wildlife facilities The Palmetto Bend Project is an

integral part of the Texas Basins Project but has been

authorized and dealt with by Congress as separate entity
In 1968 the Congress authorized and the President approved
construction of Stage One of the Project and purchase of

lands to be involved in Stage Two Congress has appropriated
funds for the continued construction of Stage One every year
since 1968

In response to the filing of this lawsuit and con
temporaneously with construction of Stage One Reclamation

prepared and filed new draft and new final EIS Plaintiffs

major challenge was to the adequacy of the final EIS In

particular plaintiffs alleged that the EIS was fatally de
fective because it presented no detailed benefitcost ratio

The court found the EIS entirely adequate in all

respects With regard to the lack of detailed discussion

of the projects benefitcost ratio the court concluded that

the clarity and comprehensiveness of the EIS obviated the

need for mathematical decision as to such ratio Going

further the court stated that the responsibility for deciding

whether the Government can afford such project lies with

Congress and that based on the continuing appropriations

especially subsequent to the original EIS Congress has

decided that Stage One is worth the cost Since the amount

of money to be spent for such project is for the Congress
to determine there was no need for benefitcost ratio in

the EIS The court saw its duty not as one of sitting in

judgment of the Congress but of permitting the project to go

forward once it was determined that the Congress the various

.4 agencies and interested parties were apprised of the information

necessary to show the probable damage to the environment and

the Congress evidenced desire to proceed with the project

Staff Assistant United States Attorney Palmer

Kelly S.D Tex Gary Randall Land
and Natural Resources Division
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MINING CLAIMS

COMMON VARIETIES

William McCall Rogers Morton et al
No CIVLV--7470 RDF Nev Oct 1975 D.J 90118
1072

In May 1974 plaintiff sought review of decision
of the Interior Board of Land Appeals of November 25 1970
declaring mining claim in the Las Vegas Valley Nevada
located for sand and gravel to be null and void for lack of

discovery of valuable mineral deposit Plaintiff sought
to have the Boards decision set aside on the sole ground
that the Boards later decision November 21 1973 in the
case of United States Lauren Gibbs et al 13 IBLA
382 showed that it had applied an erroneous standard of

discovery in finding plaintiffs claim invalid

The court holding that neither the Boards
decision in the Gibbs case nor the decision of the United
States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in Verrue
United States 457 2d 1202 1972 had established
different standard from that approved in Foster Seaton
271 2d 836 C.A D.C 1959 found that the Board of Land
Appeals had applied the proper test to plaintiffs claim and
that the Boards determination that sand and gravel from the
claim were not marketable at profit in 1955 was supported
by substantial evidence in the record

Staff Gerald Fish Land and Natural Resources
Division


